
Gaslow cylinders are well known in the refillable LPG 
leisure market range with a choice of sizes to suit 
most gas storage locker boxes for motorhome 
caravan requirements.

When traveling abroad the Gaslow refillable cylinder
can be filled with ease with the aid of a simple LPG 
fillergun adapters.fillergun adapters.

Available from and simply installed by your local 
dealer, you can just pull up at one of the thousands
of Autogas service stations throughout the UK and
EU and fill up just like filling your car.

If you have a twin setup, not only will it fill up the
empty but also will top up the spare cylinder,
simply pay for the gas that you use.simply pay for the gas that you use.

Options of filler hose lengths and external filler
points enure even the most difficult install becomes
easy to do. Easy to remove and transfer in the event 
that the owner decides to change motorhome / leisure
vehicle. 

Each bottle is fitted with a unique R67 Multi Valve 
which incoporates an automatic float activated 80%
over fill protection device to limit the bottles filling 
to a maxium of 80%
Manual offtake valve also features a built in safty 
relife “rupture protection” valve.
Easy to read level gauge from above and side.Easy to read level gauge from above and side.
Built in gas filter strainer element.
R6701 approval for country specfic vehicle
registration.

Cheaper to refill while travelling.

Accurate float activated level gauge.

80% overfill protection.

Ergonomic hand wheel isolation valve.

Autogas in the UK is Propane gas, however on the continent a small amount of Butane is added. If you are
already using Propane you can convert your existing regulator with a simple brass adapter to suit the Gaslow
offtake valve. For newer post 2002 motorhomes with 30mb bulkhead mounted regulators then simply change
the high pressure pigtail to a purpose designed Gaslow version.

Gaslow Range.

Gas Cylinder specifications:

Gas cylinder model      2.7kg  6kg   11kg

LPG working capacity:      2.7kg   6kg    11kg
Tare weight of valved cylinder:  5.0kg   8.15kg  12.4kg
Height:              310mm 460mm 580mm
Diameter:             202mm 246mm 304mm
Cylinder standard all cylinders: Cylinder standard all cylinders:  Pi / R6701

Introducing the Gaslow Bottle in
2.7Kg, 6kg and 11kg sizes


